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Abstract— A new method for removing object, uses 

exemplar based image inpainting and discrete wavelet 

transforms, is proposed. Wavelet has been used as an image 

analysis tool because of its multi resolution and data 

separation features. The first image is projected onto the 

wavelet domain and scaling coefficients are revalued by 

using an exemplar based technique while doing this other 

wavelet sub band are simultaneously filled by exemplar 

patches using priority map of scaling coefficient. Inpainting 

is done at each level of wavelet transform. The inverse 

discrete wavelet transform is carried out of inpainted image 

up to finer resolution. All inpainted images are fused by 

averaging operator. This method gives better result compare 

to other methods, sharper and continuous edges are restored. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Image inpainting refers to repairing defected area on an 

image or filling missing pixels (holes) of an image. It has 

wide application in the fields of digital image processing 

and computer vision such as restoring images, image editing 

and removing objects from an image. The main challenge of 

image inpainting is to replace missing pixel in such way that 

it can satisfy the human visual system. Figure 1 shows the 

example of object removal. 

Much research has been carried out in object 

removal and place it by pixels sampled from remaining part 

of the image. Generally image inpainting techniques can be 

broadly classified into two approaches: (i)diffusion based 

(ii) exemplar based approach. First work proposed on image 

inpainting technique based on diffusion of known image 

information into missing regions along isophotedirectionby 

Bertalmio et al.(1)  .Sometimes it is also called PDE based 

approach as inpainting problem is modeled by partial 

differential equation.Chan et al.(2) introduces Total 

Variance (TV)framework for inpainting. Diffusion based 

approach works well for images in which missing region is 

small or for non-textured images. The drawback of diffusion 

based approach is that it introduces blur while filling the 

larger regions. 

 
Fig. 1: Removal of Object from Image (A) Original Image 

(B) an Image from Which Object is Removed 

The exemplar based approach is derived from 

exemplar based texture synthesis (3). The texture is 

samplesbest patch match from the known part of the image. 

This approach works well for the region where a large part 

of the image is unknown, but fails for image which is having 

small holes or structural content are missing.Bertalmio (4) 

proposed method in which image is decomposed into 

structural and textural images, then apply PDE based 

approach to structural image and exemplar based approach 

for texture image separately. The result is better than 

restoration by only PDE based inpainting or exemplar based 

inpainting. Criminisi et al. (5) proposed new method based 

on patch priority, which is defined by isophote direction 

(direction of equal intensity) and known region of target 

patch. The patch which has highest priority will fill first in 

this way structural and textural information is sampled from 

the known part of the image.  This method gives better 

result than PDE based inpainting and exemplar based 

texture synthesis, but fails for region having complex global 

structure and sometimes unable to replicate real world 

scenes. 

In this paper new algorithm is proposed for image 

inpainting using discrete wavelet transform. The Wavelet 

transform has been used as analyzing tool for image because 

of its multi resolution analysis, data separation and 

compaction capabilities. Multi-resolution analysis of 

wavelet transform can be helpful to predict coarse to fine 

image structure. Structure and texture can be separated into 

low frequency scaling coefficient and high frequency 

wavelet coefficient. Problem definition of inpainting is 

reviewed in section II. Wavelet based the algorithm 

presented in section III. Results of algorithm discussed in 

section IV.Conclusion of the work is presented in section V. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINATION 

Our main aim is to fill the missing pixel of image by 

copying sample pixels from remaining part of the region in 

such way that the human eye cannot differentiate the filled 

pixels and original one. So the problem is defined as, let I is 

an image with unknown region, target region, Ω, to be filled. 

Ф is the source region as shown in figure 2 

 
Fig. 2: Image Inpainting Sketch 

While repairing image from the perceptive of 

human vision system, then there are two main areas of 

concern, multi-resolution analysis and the color analysis 

also human perception progresses from global area to local 

area. To overcome these obstacles wavelet transform is used 

which has very good multi-resolution characteristics. The 
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image is decomposed into various frequency bands to 

accomplish inpainting for both global area and local area. 

III. ALGORITHM 

In this paper, we have presented a novel algorithm for image 

inpainting using wavelet transform and exemplar based 

inpainting. 

A. Exemplar Based Image Inpainting 

Criminisi et al.(5) proposed an image inpainting method 

based on isophote driven image sampling in which patches 

of target region are filled by copying the patches of 

remaining part (source region) of image according to 

priority of patches. During processing of selecting patch 

from sources region sum of the squared differences method 

is employed. 

1) Computing Patch Priorities 

Figure 3 shows the manually selected target region Ω, 

source region Ф, δΩ is the boundary of the targetregion. The 

size of the patch must be specified, it should be a square 

window of odd size. Patch Ψp centered at point p, p € δΩ , 

its priority P(p) is given by 

             P(p) = C(p) D(p)               (1) 

Where C(p) is confidence term and D(p) data term. 

The confidence C(p) term is the measure of the amount of 

information present surrounding the pixel p (p € δΩ). The 

intention behind this is to fill those patches first which are 

having less unknown pixels. The term D(p) is a function of 

strength which propagates in isophote direction. This term 

has fundamental importance as it encourages linear structure 

to synthesize first and propagates into target region. The 

C(p) and D(p) are given as follows: 

C (p) =
∑               

|  |
 

D(p)=
|   

    |

 
 

Where |Ψp| is area of Ψp, α is a normalization factor (255 

for gray image), 

2) Texture Synthesis 

The priorities on the fill front δΩ have been computed, patch 

with highest priority value selected to fill first. If Ψp is the 

patch with a maximum priority value, then next step to 

search patch most similar to Ψp from source region 

according to the following equation: 

Ψ (P)= arg min d(Ψp,Ψq) 

Where d(Ψp,Ψq) is sum of the squared differences 

between corresponding pixel Ψp and Ψq. The patch with 

minimum difference is selected as best match patch and 

copied into part of Ψp. 

B. Wavelet Transform 

Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) can be used as data 

separating tool. Here we have used DWT to decompose 

image data into high frequency wavelet coefficients and low 

frequency scaling coefficients. 

                   
            

    
                

            

Where    and    are wavelet and scaling 

coefficients at wavelet decomposition level j , h and g are 

low pass (scaling) filter and high pass(wavelet) filter. 

Wavelet transform is applied to the original image and mask 

image.   

The original image and image with a mask 

covering the object which has to remove are decomposed up 

to two levels of wavelet transform. Figure3 shows two level 

decomposition of image using wavelet transform. The 

scaling coefficient of coarsest scale (LL2) has the same 

properties of low pass filtered image. This low pass filtered 

image is then inpainted using exemplar based inpainting. In 

order to avoid artifacts other three wavelet sub band (HL2, 

LH2 and HH2) in the coarsest level are filled simultaneously 

by employing exemplar based inpainting(5).The priority 

map which is obtained while searching best match for a 

scaling sub band is used to get exemplar patches of wavelet 

sub bands. These exemplar patches in a wavelet sub band 

should be geometrically corresponding to each other in 

order to reduce visual artifacts.The best exemplar patch is 

searched by using the following distance measure. 

D =  ‖   
     

 ‖ + ‖   
     

 ‖ + ‖   
     

 ‖ +        

‖     ‖ 

 
Fig. 3: Two Level Decomposion of  the Image 

Where    and    are the destination and 

exemplar patches of respective wavelet subband.   is the 

patch with some  unknown pixels which is filled with     

patch from known region.    and   are exemplar and 

destination patches of scaling subband.  

Once all coefficients are revalued, inverse discrete 

wavelet transform is performed over wavelet domain image 

upto the finest resolution. The same procedure is followed at 

each level of wavelet domain for inpainting scaling and 

wavelet coefficient and inverse wavelet transform is taken at 

each level upto finest resolution. All high resolution images 

which are inpainted at different resolutions are fused by 

averaging technique. 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

The algorithm presented in section III is applied to an image 

shown in figure 4. The image from which object has to 

remove is masked with RGB color (green) which is not 

present in the image. Then original image and masked 

image are transformed into wavelet domain upto level 2. 

Figure 4 (b) shows scaling and wavelet coefficients of the 

masked image at the first level of wavelet decomposition. 

Inpainting is done at each decomposition level using 

exemplar based image inpainting technique. Figure 5 shows 

the comparison between our algorithm and some existing 

algorithm we found that our algorithm gives better visual 

result compare to other method.  Overall quality of image 

structure and texture looks better than the other algorithm 

bluer is reduced. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 4: (A) Original Image and Masked Image (B) Second 

Level Decomposition of Image Into Its Subbands, Inpainted 

Image of Respective Subbands and IDWT 

 
Fig. 5: (A) Original Image (B) Inpainted Image Using 

Criminisi Approach (C) Proposed Algorithm 

V. CONCLUSION 

A new method for removal of objects from the image and 

fill that region by using pixels from the surrounding region 

by using exemplar based image inpainting technique and 

discrete wavelet transform is proposed. Wavelet has been 

used as a good analysis tool especially for multi scale 

analysis and data separation analysis. We projected image 

which has to be inpainted into wavelet domain and inpainted 

image at each level of scale and then fused them at finest 

scale. Final inpainted image is homogeneous with 

surrounding and overall quality of image structure and 

texture is restored properly. 
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